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All different types of landforms

Land is a feature on the Earth's surface, which is part of the terrain. Mountains, hills, plateaus and plains are the four main types of land. Educational resources in your inbox Join our community of educators and receive up-to-date information about National Geographic resources for you and your students. Log the surface of the earth is a collaboration of different physical
characteristics. These natural physical characteristics on the Earth's surface are called lands. Land forms are defined as natural physical characteristics found on the surface of the earth, created as a result of various forces of nature, such as wind, water, ice and the movement of tectonic plates. Some lands are created within hours, while others take millions of years to appear.
There are many land-based species on the Earth's surface. Here are some common species of land and their characteristics. Gore Mountains are land-level higher than the surrounding areas. They are formed by tectonic movements, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and erosion of surrounding areas as a result of wind, water and ice. Mountains are found in the oceans and on
land. The plateaus are flat highnesses, which are separated from the surrounding area by steep slopes. They are formed by collisions of tectonic plates, the action of magma, which causes an increase in the Earth's crust. The Valley valleys are low-lying areas of land between hills and mountains formed by the operation of glaciers and rivers over millions of years. Depending on
its shape, they are classified as V-shaped valleys and U-shaped valleys form flowing rivers and U-shaped valleys formed by glaciers. Deserts Due to the lack of adequate rainfall, the desert is a poor piece of land with little or no vegetation. They are mostly found in rainy shadows, which are leeward from the mountain range depending on the direction of the wind. In the deserts, the
atmospheric air is very dry and the daily air is high. Dunes Dunes are embankments or small hills that are made of sand, which are created by the action and flow of water (under the water dunes). It can be a dome, in the form of a half-century, in the form of a star, a linear shape and much more. The height of the dune hill can be as low as 1 meter, or as much as 10 meters and
more. Islands Island is a part of the earth that is surrounded by water from all sides and is made either by volcanic eruptions or by hot spots in the lithosphere. The plains of the plains are flat or low relief areas on the surface of the earth. It can be caused by sedimentation of eroded soil from the top of hills and mountains, or by the flowing lava that is deposited by the form of wind,
water and ice. Rivers Rivers are natural flows of fresh water that descend from the mountains. They mostly run towards the lake, the sea, the ocean or other rivers. Oceans Oceans are the largest bodies of water found on earth and salty in the wild. Oceans cover earth's surface and are responsible for controlling the weather and climate of the earth. The oceans originate from
inland swings, that is, the movement of Earth's tectonic plates. Loess Loess is deposited from the mule, with a little sand and clay. They look yellowish or brownish. Wind activities or glaciers are responsible for the formation of loes. Glaciers Glaciers are slowly moving huge ice bodies that are forming due to the compression of snow layers. They're moving according to pressure
and gravity. There are two types of glaciers, alpine glaciers that can be found in high mountains and continental glaciers that can be found in cold polar regions. The pootopes are large lands that extend into the bodies of water. On three sides, they remain surrounded by water. The peninsulas are formed by lithosphere movements and the operation of water flows. Deltas Deltas
are low-lying, triangular-shaped areas located at the mouth of rivers. When the delcitious, sand, mules and rock particles accumulate in an almost triangular shape. Image source: SchoolTutoring Academy is a premiering company for educational services for K-12 and students. We offer tutoring programs for students in K-12, AP classes, and college. To learn more about how we
help parents and students in Duncan's visit: Tutoring to Duncan. Links to Wikipedia articles on landforms are categorized according to typical physical attributes such as elevation, slope, orientation, exposure to rocks and soil type. Landforms according to the Landforms procedure, organized by the processes they create. Aeolian More information: Coastal geography and physical
oceanography See also: List of topographical features of subsea topographical features Coastal and ocean land areas include: Abyssal fan – Underwater geological structures, associated with the extensive sediment deposits of Abyssal plain – Flat area on deep ocean soil Archipelago – Atol Group of Islands – Ring-shaped Coral Reef – Natural wall formation at the site where the
wall forms Ayre – Shingle beaches in Orkney and Shetland Barier bar Bar Bar Bar Barier Island – Coastal bottom of the land, a forms a wave and tidal action parallel to the land bay – Udahnuto, coastal body of water connected to the ocean and Lake Baymouth bar – Deponitional feature as result of longshore drift, Sandbanka, which divides, or in full, closer to the bay. Beach –
Surface of growing particles at the edge of the sea or other body of water Raised beach – Beach or wave-cut platform that rises above the shore with relative fall in the sea level Cusps – Coastal formations of Sačinjena from various sediment classes u lokovnoj coastal coastal curves of the curves of the curves of the curves of the curves of the curves of the coastal bends of the
bending curves – corrugated ridges, on the melting of the wave, running parallel sa coastal bight – Shallow concoction curves or curves on the coast, river, or other geographical feature Blowhole – Hole at the top of a sea-cave which allows waves to force water spray from the hole Channel – Type of land, in which part of the body of water is limited to the relatively narrow but long
region of Cape – The Great Land, which extends into the body of water, Uokolo must Calanque – Uska, steep wall edging on the Mediterranean cliff coast – Vertical, or close to the vertical, stone face of significant height Coast – The place in which the land is met by the sea and ocean continental shelf – 1 polythene of the continental shelf – 1 polythene of the continental shelf – 1
polythene continental shelf – 1 polythene of the continental shelf – 1 polythene continental shelf – 1 polythene continents , sinks beneath an area of relatively shallow water known as the coral reef shelf – the outflow of rock in the sea, Which is created by the growth and deposit of the rocky coral skeletons of the Gulf – A small glazed bay or coastal inflow of Cuspate foreland –
GeoGraphical features found on coastlines and lakeshores that are created primarily by longshore drift dune system – Hill of loose sand built by aeolian processes or the flow of waterEstuary – Partily enclosed coastal body brackish water with river flow stream and free connection with Firth Sea – The Scottish Word, which is used for various coastal inflows and straits Fjard –
Glacial shaped, Wide, shallow fjord pate – Long, uski inlet sa steep stranmi i liticama, formed glacialnom activity Geo – Uliv, jarevo, usko i deep cleft u face litu bay – Large inflow from the ocean u landmass List of gulfs – Wikipedia list article Headland – Landform ing ing body , often with significant height and droplet inlet – the cavity of the coast, which often leads to the closed
body of saltwater, For example, sound, bay, lagoon, or marsh Island – Any piece of sub-continental land that is surrounded by water Islet – Very small island Isthmus – Narrow strip of land connecting two larger land areas Lagoon – A shallow body of water separated from a larger body of water by barier islands or reefs Machair – A fertile low-leiing grassy sea terrace Central
Ocean Ridge – Basaltic Underwater Mountain system formed by the tectonic expansion of the ocean basin – Large geological basins, which are below sea level Ocean plateau – Relatively flat undersace region rising well above the ambient sea level Ocean Reef – Underwater Mountain System formation of tectonic tectonic sanding of the ocean floor – Long and yes of the
Depression of the Seabed Peninsula – Geographical reflectivity of Rio – Coastal drowning of a constructive submersible dive of the unspoied river valley River delta – Location of mules at the mouth of the River Slano marsh – Coastal ecosystem between land and open salt water , which is regularly flooded Sea Cave – Cave formed by the sea's water operation and located along
the current or former Seashore – The mountain ranges from sea sea sea sea sea shores, but not to the surface of the water Sea harbor chain Jato – Natural subtored sandbank that rises from a body of water to near the surface shore – The rese of land at the edge of the great water body Sound – Long , a relatively wide body of water that connects two Spit waters – Coastal bar
or land form of beach deposited by the strait at sea – Naturally formed, Uska, a typical navigable navigable waterway connecting two major strandflat waters – Landform typical of the Norwegian coast, but consists of navigable erosion on the coast and coastal sea sealad stack – geological landform consists of a steep and often vertical column or column of rocks , and a submarine
stump canyon – Steep side valley carved into the sea slope of the continental slope surge channel – Narrow water , Usually on a stone coast, but is formed differential erosion of the aforementioned wall action coastal wave Tessellated pavement – Relatively flat stone surface, a podjeljena lome Plimna swamp – Marsh submissable tidal tidal water Tidal basin – Stone pool on the
shore must , separated from the must at low tide, filled with seawater Tombolo – Deposition landform, in which the island is connected to a mainland with a sand isthmus volcanic arc – Chain of volcanoes which is constructive over the subduction plate Val-cut platform – Narrow flat area is often found at the base of the sea cliff or along the shore of the lake, Bay, or sea, resulting
erosion of Cryogenic land structure Krioplanation terrace – Formation of plains , terraces and pediments in the periglacial environments of the Earth hummoke Lithalsa – Frozen elevated land in permafrost areas nivation hollow – Geomorphic processes, associated with palsa snow patches – Low, Often oval, cold, cold, dogadjaju u polar and subpolar klim permafrost plateau –
Niska , the road oval, frosty heata is dogadja u polar and subpolar klimama Pingo – Mound of earth-covered ice rock ice ice ice - Landform of angular rock debris frozen and interstitial ice , former real glaciers overlap a layer of talus, or something of a Solifluction of the thermokarst leaf – Irregular land surface of the swampy uduba i small hummoka u permafrostu defrost Erosion
landforms Landforms produced erosion i weathering is usually dogadjaju u coastal and fluvijal surroundings , but many appear under the heading specified. Arête – The narrow ridge of rocks separating the two Badlands valleys – A type of dry terrain where soft sedimentary rocks and clay-rich soil were extensive ulcers bornhardt – Large dome in the form, Steep sides, bald walls of
Butte – Isolated hill sa steep, often vertical sides i small, relatively flat canyon peak – Deep cliff honey wall Cave – Natural underground spaceenough large to human to enter Cirque – An amffitheatre like valley formed by glacial erosion Cliff – A vertical , or close to the vertical, rocky face of a significant height of cryoplanacial terrace – Formation of plains, terraces and pediments in
the periglacial environments of Cuesta – Hill or ridge with gentle slope on one side and steep slope on the other The draining of the plateau – Area of the plateau, which was heavily suffocated so that the relief is sharp Erg – Wide, flat area covered with wind-swept sand etchplain – Plain, where the platform was subteruted to a significant overflow of the Exhumed River Channel –
Sandstone Ridge, which remains when the softening of the flood mudstone excavated the Fjord – Long, Uska ulaska with steep sides and cliffs, formed glacial activity Flared kosina – Stone Wall with smooth passage u concant of flatiron foot u zoni – Steep tilting trougaoni landform formed differential erosion of steep ness , resistant to erosion layer of rock, which is moistened with
a softer strato. Gulch – V-shaped Deep Valley, formed by erosion Gully – Landform, created by running water strong erosion into the hogback soil – Long, Uski crest and a set of hops sa uski coat of arms and steep slopes from close subheading to both side of hoodoo – Tall, thin peak relative meke walls, at the top of the chouna wall Homoklinal ridge – Ridge sa amerec tilt and
steep frontslop Inselberg , also known as Monadnock – Isolated rock hill or small mountain, which suddenly rises from a relatively flat plane Inverted relief – Landscape features that have turned their sighs against other characteristics of Lavaka – Type of yoke, Formation via sapping underground water Limestone pavement – Natural karst landform consists of a flat, entrentic area
of exposed limestone Mesa – Land surface height sa flat tops and sides, but this su uokolo steep larvae Glyoting wall – Natural wall of shapes lick on the sponge Natural arc – Natural rock formation, where the rock arch forms Paleoplain Paleosurface – Surface made by erosion of significant antiquity Pediment – Very gently tilted tilted substrate pediplain – Extensive plain formed
by pedimenta Peneplain – Nisko-relief plain formed from the erosion of the long-term planning surface – Area of large conditions, which is almost flat Potrero – Long mesa to 1. Ridge – Geological feature consisting of a chain of mountains or hills that form a continuous elevated ridge for a certain distance Rôche moutonnée List of rock formations – Links to Wikipedia articles on
typical rocky canopies strike ridge – Ridge with moderate leaning back and steep frontslops Structural bench – Long, The relative land of the sea is distinguished by the steep coastline above the structural terrace – Steppe kopnolik Tepui – Table-top mountain or mesa u Guiana highlands of South America Tessellated latit – Relatively flat rocky surface , which is divided into more
or less regular forms with breaks of truncated spur – a ridge that descends towards the valley ground or coast, which is short Tor – Large, free standing rock slope, which suddenly rises from the surrounding smooth and gentle slopes of the peak or ridge ridge valley – Low surface between hills , often with a river running through it Val-cut platform – flat often In the foothills of a
man's cliff or along the shore of a lake, Bay, or sea that was created by erosion Fluvial landforms Fluvial landforms include: Ait – Islands found on the river Thames and its tributaries in England Alluvial fan – A fan- or cone-shaped deposit of sediment crossed and built up by anabranch streams – A section of a river or stream that diverts from the main channel and rejoins it
downstream. Arroyo – Dry stream or stream bed with rain asymmetric valley – Valley with steeper slopes on one side of Backswamp – Environment on a flood plain where there are deposits after flood Bar – Natural submerged sandbank rising from the body of water near the bayou surface – the French term for the body of water is usually found in a flat, low-lying area of the Bench
– Long , relatively narrow land , limited by separate steep slopes above and below the Cable Channel – Network of river channels separated by small, and often temporary, Canyon island – Deep gravine between cliffs Cave – Natural underground space enough large to human to enter Cliff – A vertiical, or near vertially, the rock face of astanstanstan height Cut bank – Outside the
bank of a water channel, is continually undering erosion Crevasse splay – Sediment deponed on a floodplain by a which stream breaks its nabies Confluence – Meeting two or more bodies from the bodies of the tonic waters Drain pool – Area of land where precipitation is collected and drained into the total runoff of the drain – Elevated terrain, Which separates the adjacent
drainage Pools Endorheic fable – Closed drainage pool that does not allow for outflow of the Pouty meander Epigenetic valley – Valley formed erosion i with little or no suosječanja for the bedrock structure of Esker – Long , a coiled ridge of stratified sand and gravel associated with the former glaciers Exhumed river channel – sandstone ridge which remains when the flood of
ordinary sludge is softened by the Flood Plain – Land along a stream or river that is flooded during periods of high discharge Fluvial island – Exposed land in the river. Fluvial terrace – Long-standing terraces that are stuck on the sides of the flood plains and river valleys of the Soteska – Deep ravine between gully cliffs – Landform, Created by running water steeply in the ground
Natural naps – Ridge or wall for water containment Swamp – wet, ground is the domination of the sheep, but not the wood-spawning plant of the meander – Sinuous bend u string u channel of the Misfit stream – river too big and too young to erodine the valley and cliff turn in which the Lake Oxbow runs – lake U , formed by the severed meander of the River Point bar – The deceit
of aluminium accumulates on the inner bend of streams and rivers under the sliding slope of the Plunge Basin – Depression at the base of the water fall nastalog erosional force of falling water and rocks at the site where the Rapid Riffle flights – Plitak kopnoform in the canal river – Natural flowing water River river river river – Siposition de at the mouth of the river island –
Exposed land in the river. Rocky basins – Cylindrical depressions, cut into a stream or river bed Shut-in – Type of rock, located in the Ozarks streams Thalweg – Line of lowest elevation in the watercourse or valley towing head – Exposed land in the river. Flock – Naturally submerged sand bank rising from a body of water near the surface Source – The point in which the water
from the water to the surface of the Strath – Velika dolina Potok – Body of surface water flowing along the channel Potok bazen – Section of river or stream in which the water is relatively deep and slow moving Marsh – Forest marsh valley – Low area between hills often with river that runs through it Vale – low surface between the hills, often with the river that runs through it Wadi
– river valley, A particularly dry river bed containing water only during heavy sour rainfall Waterfall – The place where the water flows through the vertical falls at the current of the river Vodotok – The surface of the earth on which the rainfall saberu i drains the joint uctute Of The Yazoo Stream – Hydrological term Valley V form The impact of the land forms the land formed by nonearthing impacts – Collision two astronomical objects with measurable effects include – include – include – include – : Central peak Complex crater – morphology of large impact craters with raised centers Cratered landscape Ejecta icing crater – Circular depression on a solid astronomical body, Which is generated by hypervecation of the influence of a smaller object Influence
Crater Lake Free Crater Kraški landforms Kras – Topography of the soluble walls – includes: Abîme – Vertical window on karst terrain, which can be very deep and usually opens in the network of the underground belts Of Calanque – A narrow , steeply edicting on the Mediterranean coast of Jama – Natural underground space large enough for man to enter the Cenote – Natural
cave, or anoin, in which groundwater is exhilated under Foibom – Type of deep natural poncho Kraški fenster – Uncovered part of the drink, in which part of the underground river Mogote is denomited – Steep resonited river bank of limestone, Marble, or dolomite on straight plain Polje – Type of large flat plains u karstica geological region Scowle – Pejsažne functions , from
amorphous shallow caves to irregular labyrinthine cavities to several meters deep sinkholes – Depression or hole in the ground, caused by the collapse of the surface in the existing holiday space Turlough – Type of disappearing lake situated in the limestone areas of Ireland Uvala – Local toponym in certain regions in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia for
the completed karst depressive Lacustrine landforms Lacustrine – associated with lakes – landforms include : Beach – Surface of loose particles at the edge must or other body of water Raised beach – Beach or wave-cut platform raised above shore by relative fall in the sea bay carolina bay dry lake – Pool or depression that previously contained surface body of water
Endorheinaley – Closed drain basin which does not allow the outflow Of the Lakustrinska plain – Lakes filled with sedimentary Lacustrine terraces – Steppe-like land lake – large body relatively still water Oaza – Isolated source of fresh water in the desert lake Oxbow – lake in the form of U, formed by cutting -off the meander of the River Parallel Road Glena Roja – Nature Reserve
u Scotland with ancient coastal terraces Ribnik – Relatively small body of standing water Proglakacial lake – The lake was formed too much to be used to erg for melting, iced ice ladies, or after melting water, lead uhvaceni u ice plocu Slana pan, known as salty flat – Flat dressing floor-covered salt and other minerals Mountain i glacial landformi Mountaineering i glacier landform –
Landform created by the action of glaciers – include : Arête – Narrow rocky ridge separating two Cirque valleys – Ambiteatru-like valley formed by the glacial erosion Col – Lowest point on the mountain ridge between two crevasse peaks – Deep crack or break, U icy limu, icy cori – valley of amphetamine downpour, formation of the erosion glacier, uvala Cwm (mountain) – Small
Valley u Appalachian Mountains, on two ridge lines Dirt con – Deponitional glacial feature of ice or snow with a insulating layer of dirt Drumlin – Elongated hill formed by the action of glacial ice on the substrate and drumlin field Esker – Long, coiled ridge stratified the sand sands of Šššuna connected to the former ice ice fjord – Long, uski inlet with steep side or cliff, resulting in the
smooth operation Fluvial terrace – Suffocated terraces On the side of the side of the flood plains i river valley Flyggberg – isolated stone bank and small mountain , it is drained from the relatively flat plain of the Glečerska plain – A permanent body of ice that movs under its own weight Glacial cave – Cave, which is made up inside the glacier ice glacial fore– The region between
the current leading edge of the glacier and the moranams of the latest highest Viseska valley – Pritokska dolina, which meets the main valley above the valley – Landform, Which extends over the surrounding terrain of Inselberg, known as Monadnock – Isolated stone hill or small mountain that is abruptly ousting from the relatively flat plain of Kame – Mound formed on a hinge
glacier and melted on the mainland Kam e delta – Land forms formed by streams of rendered water flowing through or eye Glacier i talog sediment u proglation lake Kettle – Depression/ hole u estuary plains formation pulls off ice ankles or drainage Moraine floodwaters – Glacial accumulatation of unconsolidated Rogen moraine , also known as Ribbed moraines – Landline ridges
deposited by glacier or ice sheet transverse to the Moulin ice stream – Shaft inside the glacier or ice sheet that enters the water from the surface of gora – Large land, rising quite steeply above surrounding land above a limited mountain crossing – Path through a mountain or through a mountain range – Geographical area, which contains several geologically connected mountains
Nunatak – Exposed, Garlic stoned element of the ridge, mountain, or peak not covered ice nor snow in the ice field or ice lake – The lake was a form of weathered action of morane in the reflating of the melting glacier , ice icy anger, or after the melted water of the melted iceplas , known as Glacial horn – Ugao, sharply seized mountain peak Outwash fan – Fan u form of sediment
fan of stranded knitted knitted potocima from the melting glacier Outwash plain – Plain formation of ice sediment, which is transported to the melted watercourse. Valley of decibility – Linear plain created by tectonic cracks or defect Rôche moutonnée Sandur – Plane formed from glacial sediment transported by melted water. Side valley – Valley with tributary to the larger tip of the
river – Point on the surface with a higher elevation than all directly adjacent points Trim line – Clear line on the side of the valley, indicating the latest highest volume of the Spur Glacier – Ridge that descends the rock valley, or the coast, but is cut short tunnel valley – valley u form U, originally the same water line under the ice ice near the margin of the continental ice. Leaves
Valley – Low surface between hills, often with a river that runs through it A-shaped valley – Valleys formed by glacial exploration Slopes of land-level forms include: Bluff – Vertical, or near a vertical, stone face of significant height Butte – Isolated hill with steep, often vertical cliff-to small, relatively flat cliff peak – Vertical, or near vertical, stone face of significant height Col – The low
point on the mountain ridge of two peaks of Cuesta – Hill or ridge with a gentle slope on one side and steep slope on another Dale – Low surface between hills, often with a river that flows through it Defile – Narrow passage or a long walk between the mountains or hills Dell – Small soliot of hollow Doab, Known as Interfluve – Earth between two convergirajuca, or confluentna, river
Draw Escarpment, known i as scarp – Steep steep slopes i walls loce two relatively straight flat regions Flat (landform) – Relative level area of the earth u region jačeg relief Glen – Name for the valley commonly used in Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man Gully – Landform, Created by running water that heavily erotica into the hill floor – Landform, which extends over the
surrounding terrain of Hillock, Known as Knoll – Little hill Mesa – Elevated surface area of land with a flat peak and bokama, but this is the usually steep walls of the Mountain abyss – Route through a mountain range or over a ridge Plain – Extensive flat region that does not much generally differentiate and elevation Plateau – , usually relatively flat terrain Grapa – Small Valley,
which is often the product of steep erosion Of the Ridge – Geological consisting of a chain of mountains or hills forming a continuous raised coat of arms for a certain distance The rock curse – Shallow cave opening at the base of the glare or the cliff of Saddle Scree – Broken rock fragments in the base of steep rock faces, Accumulated su se periodic walls of Salt fluction lobe i
leaves Strath – Large valley Summit – Point on a surface with a higher elevation than all immediately susside points Terrace – A step-like landform Terracette – A sridge on a hillside formation when saturated soil particles expand and then dry, and as a result they slowly move down the Vale Valley – Low surface area between hills, Often with the river runs through it The Valley of
the Ram tectonic landforms Landforms formed tectonic activity su: Asymmetric valley – Valley, which has steep foothills on one side of the Dome – geological deformation structure Faceted spur – Ridge that descends the valley of the bottom of the coast , which is cut short Razdeo – Small step or offset to the ground surface on which one side of the fault has moved vertically
relative to the other Graben – Depressed block of planetary crust, bordered by parallel faults Horst – Raised block of error bordered by normal faults of the Central Ocean Ridge – Basaltic underwater mountain system formed by the tectonic expansion of the muddy volcano – Land form formed by an eruption of mud or mud , Water and gases Oceanic mint – Long i uske depression
of the seabed Pull-apart pool – structural pool in which two switching of the chassis shaft, or curve creates an area of crustal extension that causes the basin to sink the Rift valley – linear lowness created by tectonic luxury or fault Sand boiling – A cone of sand that is formed by ejecting sand to the surface from the central point with water under the Pressure volcanic land volcanic
lands of volcanic land su : Caldera – Kotao-like volcanic function of the formation of the magma chamber Ash cone – Steep conical hill lahak pyroclastic fragment uokolo volcanic fan Complex volcano – Land-sided cloud of more than one connected volcanic center Cryptodom – Approximately circular protruding viskoskavist cryovolcano – Type of volcano, which erupts in vapours,
such as water, ammonia or methane, instead of the solvent wall of Diatrema – Volcanic citvortvori gas explosion Dike – Lim kamena , which is formed at the turn of the existing Fissure stone fan – Linear volcanic fan through which lava erupts Geyser – Hot spring, for which the characteristic pompetan is roasting water, which is turbulently exterated and accompanied by steam
Guyot – Isolated, Flat-toned underwater volcanic mountain Hornito – Conical structures built by lava extruded through the opening u korigi lava stream Kīpuka – Earth surface desecrated by 1 or more younger lava flows Of Lava – Melted wall of the raving volcano for weather eruption Lava dome – Approximately vascular bulges from the laying extrude Vs. Volcanic Lava Coulee –
About Circulable from the slowly extruding viskozno volcanic lava field, also known as lava plain Lava lake – Melted lava contained in the volcanic crater Lava spine – Vertically growing monolith of viskozno lava, which is slowly forced out of volcanic blow, E.g. on lava dome Lava tube – Natural conduit through which lava flows through the solid surface Maar – Low-relief volcanic
crater Malpais – A rough and jale landscape of relict and largely uneroded lava fields Mamelon – A rock formation formed by an eruption of relatively thick or hardened lava through the narrow uneasy Middle Ocean Ridge – Basaltic underwater mountain system, Formed by a tectonic crater that spreads the cave – Depression caused by a sink or collapse of the surface, situated
above the emptiness or emptiness of the pyroclastic chamber Pyroclastic shield – The Vulcan Zaštit is formed mainly from pyroclastic and highly explosive eruptions Reurgent dome – dome formed swelling and disautation of the caldera pass, the directional chamber of magma under the floor. , also known as the pseudokrater Seamount – Mountain that rises from the seabed of
the ocean, which does not reach to the surface of the water The shield of the volcano – The low profile volcano usually forms almost entirely liquid lava flows Stratovolcano – Tall, The volcanic volcano was built by many layers of scavenious lava and other volcano ejecta Somma – volcanic caldera, which is divided into the new central cone Spatter zone – Landform of ejecta from
volcanic fan accumulated u conical state Volcanic crater lake – lake , which is made in the volcanic crater Subglacial embankment – the volcano that is when lava erupts under a thick glacier or ice sheet The undersugar volcano – Underwater vents or cracks on the Earth's surface from which Magma can eject supervolkano – A volcano that is bulging 1,000 cubic km into the Tuff
zone – Landform of ejecta from a volcanic fan edging u konusno state of Tuya – Flat-topped , steep volcanic volcanic which is made when lava erupts through a thick glacier or ice sheet volcanic eruption Volcanic end – Land-shaped ejecte from volcanic blow, Accumulated in peak form Volcanic crater – Approximately circular depression in the ground cause by volcanic activity
Volcanic dish – Natural dish produced directly or directly by volcanicism Volcanic field – Surface of the Earth's kosher cone for localized volcanic activity Volcanic group – Collection of associated volcanoes or volcanic lands Volcanic island – Volcanic island origin Volcanic planota – Plateau produced by volcanic activity Volcanic plug – volcanic object created when magma claims
inside an opening on the active volcano Vulkan – rupture in the crust of the planetary mass object, allowing hot lava, volcanic clearing, i gas to escape from the magma chamber beneath the surface weathering landforms include: Bornhardt – A large dome-shaped, steep-sided, bald rock Etchplain – A plain where the bedrock has been subjected to a subsurface weathering Flared
slope – A rock-wall with transition transition Concoction in the foot zone Flute Honey Weather – Form of cavernous weather and subcategory tafoni Inselberg – Isolated rock hill or small mountain that suddenly rises from the relative Flatline Plain Karst – Topography of the 100th of the melting melting wall of Nubbin – Malo i gently hlado stands from the stone core of the chimed
envelard remaining block. Pannoon hole – Shallow depression or basin, Cored in flat or gently oblique cohesive stone (Weather Cave) Tafoni – Small to large-scale ing in vertical to steeply oblique granular rock Tor – Large, Free-standing rock outcrop that rises aptly from the surrounding smooth and netle papes of a rounded hill summit or ridge crest Landforms by shape Positive
landforms Bornhardt – A large-scale dome-shaped, steep-sided , bald stone Ash cone – Steep peak hill of spent pyroclassical fragments around the volcanic blow of the Cryptodome Dome – geological deformation structure Drumlin – Podugani hill, formed by the action of glacial ice on the substrate Granite dome – Rounded hills of bare Granite found exfoliating Hillock – Little Hill
Inselberg – Isolated stone hill or small mountain that hastily digs out of the relatively flat surrounding plains of lava dome – Approximately vascular bulging from the laid-out viscous volcanic lava lava which is slowly forced out of volcanic blow, For example, on the lava dome mesa – amplify the surface of the earth sa flat peak i strane, but this su is usually steep lyrical of Mogote –
steep residual hill of limestone, marmera, or dolomite at the flat level of Nubbin – Little i gently hill sačinjed from the stone core of the steep sa rounded remaining block. Tor – Large, free standing rock slope, which suddenly rises from the surrounding smooth and gentle slopes of rounded hilltops or ridge Tower Karst Tuya – Right at the top, the steep side of the volcano, which is
formed when lava erupts through a thick glacier or ice sheet Palsa – Low, Pingo – Mound of earth-covered led Piroclastic shield – Shield volcano formed mostly of pyroclastic and highly explosive eruptions Resurgent dome – A dome formed by swelling or rising soil caldera due to movement in the magma chamber below this sea – Mountain rising from the sea floor of the ocean
that does not reach the surface of the water Volcano shield – Low profile volcano usually forms almost entirely liquid lava flows Stratocone Stratovolcano – Tall, Volcanic volcano built many layers of fried lava and other ejecta volcanic cone – Landform of ejecta from volcanic valve accumulated u conical state Volcanic island of Depression Caldera – Kotao-like volcanic function that
is made by emptying the magma chamber cave – Natural subterranean space large enough that man enters the Cenote – Natural cave, or anore that exposes the groundwater beneath cirque – amphitheatre-like valley, which it forms Crevasse erosion – deep crack or fracture, U ice sheet or glacier Deflation of the indubed Valley – Depression or demolition of the earth formation
collapse of the surface u existing emptiness space Gnamma Graben – Depressed block planetary cole of ogranicene parallel shaft Father – Forms of bad weather and pathcategory crater Tafoni Impact – Vascular depression on solid astronomical teletvorneom hypervelocic shock of the smaller object Joint valley Kettle – Depression/ hole u isuvenoj plain formation Floodwater
drainage Laguna – Shallow water body separated from several water barier ostrtvom and ridge Jezero – large body relatively still water Lava lake – Otošena lava u volcanic crater Maar – Low-- Nivation hollow volcanic crater relief – Geomorphic processes associated with Oxbow lake - lake u shape U shaped the ossules of the Panhole – Shallow depression or pool eroded u
ravnom , or gently oblique cohesive rock Submersible pool – Depression on the base of the waterfall, created by the erosion force of falling waters and rocks, where the pond lands – a relatively small body of standing water Drag-apart pool – a structural basin where two switches shafts, or turn for shafts, is a large area of cruel lycene extems, but this is the reason that the pool
flushes the quarry – The city of the 19th century. Cave – The cave must be located on the current and former shores of The Sink – Depression or hole in the earth formation collapse of the surface u existing void space Tafoni – Small to large uvlaka u vertically on you Sloeply sloping granular rock Thermokarst – Incorrect the land surface of the wet land of small hummoka
televisions u permafrostu thaw volcanic crater – Approximately circulation depression u earth caused by volcanic activity Volcanic anger – Natural jam produced directly or indirectly by volcanism flat land surfaceSatheco fan – Underwater geological structures, connected to the extensive sediment of the Brezniška plain – Flat area on the deep ocean Klop – Long, The relative land
of the aforementioned steep coastline above i below Butte – Isolated hill with steep, often vertical side and small, relative level top continental shelf – Shelf of the continent , submerged beneath the space of relatively shallow water known as the shelf sea cryoplanation terrace – Formation of the plain, terrace i pedimenta u periglatil district Secirana visonja – Platoa area that has
been north Eroded so that the relief is sharp Etchplain – The plain on which the wall was subplaced significantly under the sub-sub- too floody plain – Earth uj directly near the stream i river, a flooded with high roasting periods Fluvijanja terrace – suffocated terraces that flank the side of the flood plain i river Inselberg plane – isolated rock hill or small mountain that suddenly rises
from a relatively flat plain lacustrina terrace – Steppe terresitic lava field, Known as the lava plain Oceanic basin – Large geoologic basins that are below sea level Oceanic platau – Relatively flat submarine region that rises well above the level of the ambience seabed Outwash fan – A fan-shaped body of sediments deposited by knitted streams from a talting glacier Outwash plain
– Formed from the glacier sediment was transported with melted water. Paleoplain Pediplain – Extensive plane formed by soalescence of peneplain pediment – Low relief plane, formed by long-term erosion Plane – Extensive plain, which is not generally different in the Lift Planation surface – Area of large scale, almost the plane of the plateau – Area of the higher, U.S. relatively
flat terrain Polje – Type of large flat plain u cartistik geological region Podiže beach , also known as Sea terrace – Beach or wave cutting platform raised above the coast by relative fall in the sea level of the River Delta – Tipping silta land at the mouth of the Salt Marsh River – Coast of the Ecosuistm honey land and open saltwater watercourse, which is regularly flooded salt
wandering – Flat area soil covered salt and other mineral Sandur – Plain formation from ice sediments that are flowing to warm water. Strandflat – Land typical of the Norwegian coast, consisting of flat erosion of the surface on the coast and the coastal sea bed of the Strath – Great Marsh Valley – Forest Marsh Table – Raised land patches, which have a flat peak of Tidal marsh –
Marsh submissable tidal water tepui – Table-top mountain or meat on the Guiana mountain of South Africa volcanic plateau – Plato produced volcanic activity Wave cutting platform – Uska flat surface is often found on the foot of the sea litho or along the shore of the lake , bay, Erosion landforms, alphabet Abîme – Vertical. A shaft on the Krško terrain, which can be very deep and
usually opens into a network of underground passages of Abyssal fan – Underwater geological structures connected to a large talog of sediment Aby Ravnica – Flat surface on the deep ocean floor of Ait – Islands found on the River Thames and its tributaries in England Alluvial fan – Fan- or cone sediment sediment lying on the cross and built by the streams of Anabranch –
Stretch of river or stream which redirects from the main channel and rejoinss down. Arch – Natural rock formation, where the rock arch of the Archipelago originates – Group of Islands of the Alyme – Narrow rocky ridge separating two Arroyo valleys – Dry stream or stream with current after rain Atol – Coral reef in the form of the Ring of Ayre – Šlandske beach u Orkney i Shetland
Badlands – A type of dry terrain on which su mescules sedimentary walls and soil-rich clay umno bar – Natural sunken foothill bank , it is exhi ded from water ed from the water Barchan – Dune bar in the form of a radius – Natural submerged sandbank rising from a body of water near the surface of Barier island – Coastal dune land shape formed by wave and tidal action parallel to
inland bay – Recessed, coastal body of water connected to the ocean and Lake Baymouth bar – Depositional feature as a result of longshore drift, a sandbank that partially or completely accesses to a bay. Bayou – the French term for the body of water, which is usually found in the straight, Low-lying area Beach – Surface of loose particles on the edge of the must or other body of
water Plažne formations – Coastal formations consisting of different sediment classes in the arc sample Beach ridge – Wavelength or wave deposit of a ridge running parallel to the coastal bench – Long, relatively flat land is passed out to the steep coastline above i under Bight – Shallow concoction or curves on the coast , river or other geographical feature Wind hole – hole at
the top of the sea cave, which allows the waves to force water or disperse from the blowout hole – Depressions in the ecosystem of sand dunes caused by the removal of sediments by the wind Bluff – Vertical, or near vertical, rocky face of significant height Bornhardt – Large dome, steep, knitted stone knitted channel – River channel network of divided small, and often temporary,
islands of Butte – Isolated hill with steep steep , often vertical sides and a small, relatively flat peak of Calanque – A narrow, Steep masonry down stream on the Mediterranean coast of Caldera – Volcanic merit for example kotao formation of the magma chamber Canyon – Deep klisuru odu litica Cape – The great bottom reachs the body of water, but this is usually the sea
Carolina bay Cave – Natural underground spaceenough to human to Ceno enterte – A natural pit – or sink, which exposes the underground water under the Canal – Land type – Land , in which part of the body of water is limited to the relatively narrow but long region of Cirque – amphitheatre-like valley formed by the glacial erosion of Corrie – Amphitheatre-like valley, Formed by
glacial erosion or cwm Cliff – Vertical, or near vertical, rocky face of significant height Coast – The space in which the land is met by the sea and ocean Col – The peak of the mountain ridge of the two peaks Crater Complex – large morphology of the impact crater with raised centers Complex volcano – Land patch of more than one connected volcanic Centers Confluence –
Meeting two or more bodies running water Inland shelf – Part of the continent, which is submerged under the area of relative shallow water known as the shelf of the sea coral reef – Izron rocks in the sea formation growth and naslagom stone coral skeleton uva – Mali zašticeni bay or coastal uva (mountain) – Small valley in the Appalachian mountains between two reefs Crevasse
splay – Sediment, which is deposited on a flood plain by a stream that breaks up its crevasse naife – Deep crack or fracture, in an ice sheet or glacier – A type of volcano that erupts in the throes, such as water, ammonia and methane, instead of melting the walls of Cuesta – Brega i ridge with a gentle tilt on one side and a steep tilt on the other Cuspate foreland – Geographical
functions on the coast and lake shores, but on them are the first long drift drift Cut bank – Outside the bank of a water channel, which is continually undering erosion Dale – Low area , often with a river that runs through it Defile – narrow passage or a silt between the mountains or hills Dell – Small solita hollow Delta, River – Silt deposit of land at the mouth of the desert pressure
river – desert surface covered with tightly packed, interlacing gled or rounded pebble and cobble size rock fragments. Diatreme – Volcanic tube, formed by the gas explosion Dike – Sheet of rock, formed in the fracture of an existing rock body Dirty caval edict – Deponitional glacier Outflow of ice i snow sa insulation layer of earth Dissecting plateau – Plato area, which was strongly
eroded so that the relief is sharp Doab – Earth from two convergents, Ali konfluentna , River Depression – or hole in the soil caused by the vacuuming of the surface in an existing void of the dome – geological deformacial structure Drainage structure – Area of land, where precipitation is collected and drained into the total outflow of the Outflow From the Outflow – Elevated tera
uuededu susden effluent pool Draw Dreikanter – A type of ventifact that is typically formed by the dessert and periglatious surroundings, u result in the abrasive action of blowing drumlin – Suffocated cooling formed ice work on the foundation Dry lake – Watersted or depression – which previously contained the standing surface body of Dune – Hill of loose sand, built by the
Aeolian process or water flow of the Dune system – Hill of loose sand, built by the Eolian process or water flow ejecta blanket Endorheic basin – Closed drainage basin which does not allow erg estuary – Wide, Flat surface of the desert covered wind swollen sand Escarpment – Steep steep slopes i klife, according to two relatively nivoce regions (scarp) Esker – Long , a coiled
ridge of stratified sand and gravel associated with former Estuary glaciers – Partially closed coastal body of armoured water with river flow flow, i with free connection to the sea Exhumed river channel – Ridge of the sand, but this is the rest of the tub is a mellow flood cloudy muddy muds and a ridge that descends the valley bottoms and coastline that is cut short Fault scarp –
small step or offset on the ground surface on which the only side of the error has moved vertically in relation to the second Firth – the Scottish word, which is used for various coastal inflows and straits of Fissure vent – Linean volcanic drain through which lava erupts Fjard – Glacial formed, Wide, shallow fjord puke – Long, uski inflow with steep slope or wall, resulting in ice
operation Flat – Relatively low surface area of land in the region from Relief Flatiron – Steep sloping triangular land formed by differential erosion of steep scrolling, erosion of a resistant layer of rock that lies on a softer strata. Flood plain – Land along a stream or river that is flooded during periods of high discharge Fluvial island – Exposed land in the river. Fluvial terrace – Terrace
rats, which side by side of the flood plains and river valleys of Foiba – Type of deep natural sink Geo – Influx, Vultures, uske i deep overtures u litici Gejzer – Boiling, characterized by the water-roasting of the boiling turbulent and accompanying steam glacial horn – Ugao, Sharply stymied mountain glee pit – Cave formation u ice glacier Ice front head – Region of the current
forequax glacier and morane of the newest largest glacier – The persistent body of ice moving under its own weight Parallel Glen Roy Road – Nature Reserve in Scotland with ancient glen seaside terraces – Name for the valley, commonly used in Ireland, Scotland i Gorge Man – Deep Klisu Honey Wall Graben – Depressed Block planetary korice ogranicene parallel rasedom
Gulch – Deep V-shaped valley formed erosion Gulf – Wikipedia sheet article Gully – Landform created by liquid water severely corroded into the soil Guyot – Isolated , the flat-toned underwater mountain of the Viseča dolina volcano – the tritokska dolina, which meets the main valley above the Headland Valley – Land-based curves, which extends into the body of water, Often sa
significant height i padom Hill – Landform, which is free over the surrounding terrain Hogback – Long, uski greben or set of hops sa uski grbom and steep padinama almost equal inclination on both boles Homocline ridge – Ridge sa calide sa ševslope and steep frontslop Hoodoo – Tall , Thin outflow of relatively mescaled walls, usually icing on the wall horst – Set block behind
shafts of the passing normal proredter Impact crater – Circulatory depression on a firm astronomical telu formation hypervelotion of the small object Inlet – Udublina coast, which often leads to a fenced saltwater calf - such as sound, bay, lagoon or swamp interfluv – Land between two convering or confluence, Rivers Inverted relief – Landscape features that have reversed their
elevation relative to other features Island – Any piece of sub-continental land that is surrounded by water Islet – Very small island Isthmus – Narrow strip of land connecting two larger land areas Kame delta – A landform formed by a stream of warm water flowing through or around a glacier and deponing sediments in a proglacial lake Kame – Mound formed on a glacier that
retreats and is located on land karst – Topography, formed due to the dissolution of soluble rocks Kraški fenster – Unosed part of the cave which reveals part of the underground karst valley – Topography, formation from the decay Rocks Kotliček – Depression/hole in the blown plane formed by the retreat of glaciers or drainage of the Kīpuka flood waters – Area of land,
surrounded by one or more younger lava flow Knoll – Mali hill Lacustrine plain – Lakes filled sediment Laguna – Shallow body of water separated from the larger water body of the barier ostrtvom and ridge jezero – large body relative running water Lava dome – Approximately circulation bulging from the pole-extruded visko volcanic lava Lava – Mole wall protjerana volcano to
weather eruption lava lakes – Mol Lava u volcanic crater Lava polje, known as lava plain lava kičma – Vertical grows monolith of viskozno lava, which is a message forced from a volcanic valve, E.g. on lava dome Lava tube – Natural conduit through which lava flows through the solid surface Lavaka – A type of gully , oblikovana s sečnjem podzemne vode Levee – Greben ali stena
za zadrževanje vode, naravni apnenčev pločnik – Naravni kraški kopenski obliž, sestavljen iz pločnika, Podešena površina izpostavljenog apnenca Loess – Pretežno klastična sedimenta muljom nakuhane prahu Lacustrine terase – Stepinska kopnasta Maar – Nisko-reliefni vulkanski krater Mach Air – Plodna nisko ležeča travnata ravnica Malpaís – Neustrašni i jalovi predeo relikta
i umnoženih polja lave Mamelon – Stenska formacija nastala erupcijama relativno debele i ukočene lave preko Uska ventilacijska morska terasa – Plaža i valovita platforma podigana nad obalom relativnim padom u morska ravnina Močvarna – močvarna država u cijem je ovčjem, a ne drvastim vrstama bilja Meander – Sinuous bend u nizu u kanalu Reka Mesa – Povišeno površino
kopna s ravnim vrhom i bočnom stranom, a to je uobičajno strme litice Srednjeoceanski greben – Bazalni podvodni planinski sistem tvoren tektonijskim posipanjem Mogote – Strmostrani rezidualni breg apnenca , marble or dolomite on the level of the Monadnock plain – Isolated rock hill or small mountain suddenly rising from the relatively flat plain of Moraine – glacial
accumulation of unconsolidated remains of Moulin – Shaft inside a glacier or ice sheet, which the water Ulaže from the surface of planina – Veliki kopnopis, which extends quite steeply over the surrounding land over the limited area Mountain overhea – Route through a mountain range or over a ridge Mountain range – Geographical area in which a pair of geologically connected
mountain was a muddy volcano – Landform formed an eruption of mud and mud, Water and gases Stone-weaant – Natural solid wall, shape-outs make-up on the glymtable Natural arch – Natural rock formation where a rock arch forms Nunatak – Exposed, often rocky element of a ridge , mountain or peak, not covered with ice or snow inside an ice field or glacier Oaza – Isolated
source of fresh water in the desert Ocean Basin – Large geological basins , which are below the sea level of the Ocean Plateau – a relatively flat undersoor region that rises well above the level of Ambient seabed Oceanic ridge – Underwater mountain system formed by tectonic posh ocean trench – Long and narrow depressive seabed Wash fan for washing – Fan in the form of a
fan of sediments deposited by knitted streams from the melting glacier Washed plane – Plane, formed from glacial sediment, which was laced with ground water. Lake Oxbow – U-shaped lake, formed by the severed honeying of the pediment river – Very gently tilted tilted platform Pediplain – Extensive plain, formed by the alesescence of pediment Peneplain – Low relief plain
formed by prot Rasejani erosion Peninsula – Geographical feature of Pingo – Mound of earth-covered ice pit crater – Depression formed tone, or collapse of the surface lying above the empty, or empty komorama Ravnica – Extensive flat region which is not very different in principle, the erosion of the Plateau – An in the area of the high, the utention of the relatively flat terrain of
the Playa lake Plunge basin – Depression at the base of the water fall nastalog erosional force of falling water and rocks at the site where the Point bar flies – Deponitional feature of alluvIum, accumulating on the inner turn of the stream and river under the slip-off steep Polje – Type of large flat plains is made by karst geological regions Ribnik – Relatively small body of standing
water Potrero – Long meat put on samoj slopes up to higher terrain. Proglacial lake – a lake that was designed either by an angry moran action during the retreat of a melting glacier, ice brana, or melted water receded by the ice fluttering Pseudocrater Pull-apart pool – a structural pool with two switches shafts, or curve of the turn, says the surface of the cruel ecological extensus,
but this is the reason the pool subsidizes quarry – the city of marigold from 2007. excavated geological matter from the earth Podizana beach – Beach or wave cutting platform over the coast for relative fall in the plain of the sea Rapid Grape – Mala Valley, A this is erosion of ria – coastal erosion, formation of the submersible dive of the pristine River Valley Ridge – Geological
feature, which consists of a chain of mountains or hills, which tvore continuous elevated coat of arms for a certain distance Riffle – Shallow land form u runs the Rift valley canal – Linear string formed tectonics separate river – Natural flowing watercourse Delta river – The location of the mules at the mouth of the river island – Exposed land in the river. Rôche moutonnée Rogen
moraine – Landform of ridges deponed by a glacier or ice sheet transverse to ice flow Rock formations – Links to Wikipedia articles about notable rock outcrops Rock shelter – A shallow cave-like openings on the basis of a bluff or cliff Stonecut pool – Cylindrical depression cut u streams i river bed Sedlo Slana swamp – Coastal eco-composition of the mainland i open salt water ,
which is regularly flooded salty wandering – Flat surface floor covered salt and other minerals (are flat) Sand boils, also known as Volcano – Sand cone, which is made by ejecting sand to the surface from the central point with water under pressure Sandhill – Type of ecological community or sandur ecosystem, which is maintained by the essence of fire – Plane that is made from
glacial sediments transported by melted water. Scowle – Landscape features ranging from amorphous shallow caves to irregular labyrinthine hollow to several meters deep Scree – Broken rock fragments in the base of steep rock faces, Accumulated is a series of periodic rock cliffs – Pečinu formation wave action must be located on the current and former coasts of the Sea
Mountain is separated from the seabed of the ocean, but does not reach the surface of the water štit volcano – Volcano profile , is usually created almost u totality of liquid lava flowing Jato – Naturally submerged sandy bank rising from the body of water near the surface of the Coast – The edge of the land on the edge of a large body of water Shut-in – Type of rock formation We
found u Ozarks stream Side valley – Valley sa tributary to the great river Ponore – Depression or demolition of the earth, traces of collapse surface u existing void space Sound – A long , a relatively wide body of water joining two larger spit bodies – coastal bar or land by the beach, deposited with a long drift Source – The point at which water from the aqueous to the surface stack
– geological land form consisting of a steep and often vertical column or columns of rocks and a nod of the strait – Naturally formed, Uska, a typical waterway connecting two larger strandflat tjela waters – Kopnoform typical for the Norwegian coast , but consists of a flat erosion of the surface on the coast and along the sea Strath – Great Valley Stratovolcano – Tall, The peak
volcano was built by many layers of shingling lava and other pools of the Ejecta stream – Section of the river and stream in which the water is relatively deep i u slow moving Stream – Body of surface water runs down the canal Impact ridge – Ridge sa umerenim slope backslope i steep frontslope Structural bench – A long , relatively narrow land, limited by distinctly steep slopes
above and below the structural terrace – Stepc-like land-like Subglacial embankment – Vulkan, Which is made when lava erupts beneath a thick glacier or ice sheet submarine canyon – Steep side valley cut into the Seabed of the Continental Slope Podmorano volcano – Underwater valves i fisure on the Earth's surface from the magma mo erupt Summit – Point on a surface with
a higher elevation all immediately tocavol Supercacano – Volcano that has erupted 1000 cubic km in one the surge channel itself – Narrow inflow, usually on rocky coastline, and is formed by the difference of erosion of these rocks by coastal wave action Marsh – Forest marsh Tepui – Table-top mountain or meat in guiana highlands of South America Terrace – Step-like landform
Terracette – Reef on a hillside that was formed when saturated when saturated when saturated when saturated particles spread, then contracts when they dry, wearing that pocaloolo down strings Teselated pavement – relatively flat stone surface, grass-breeding of regular-shaped Thalweg fractions – Line of the low-level elevation u vodotoku i valley Tidal swamp – Swamps of
submissable tidal tidal water Tidal basin Tidal basin – Stone pool on morsko coast, separated from the water must at low tide , tomb filled with water seaolo – Deposition , in which the island is connected to the mainland by the sand isthmus Tor – a large, free-standing rock bulge that suddenly rises from the surrounding smooth and gentle slopes of the rounded hilltop or ridge
Tower karst – Topography, formed from the dissolution of soluble rocks towing heads – Exposed land in the river. Pruding line – Clear line along the valley indicating the latest peak extent of the Spur Glacier - Ridge descending towards the valley of the ground or coast, which is cut short tunnel valley – A Valley u form U originally intersected water under icy ice u directly near the
margine of the continental ice sheet Turlough – Type of lake for disappearing, nastily in the limestone regions of Ireland Tuya – Flat-to , steep , which is formed when lava erupts through a thick glacier or an icy ploshto valley in the form of U – Valley formed by glacial exploration Uvala – Local toponym in certain regions in Croatia, Bosnia i Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia for
the completed karst depression Vale Valley – Niska area of honey mountain, often sa river flows over it Valley ram Ventifact – Kamena, on erodu pesak on winds and ice crystals Volcanic luk – A chain of volcanoes formed above a subducting Volcanic plate – Land shape ejecta from volcanic blow, accumulated in the peak form volcanic crater – Approximately circular depression in
the soil caused by volcanic activity Volcanic crater lake – Lake, Which is forming in the volcanic crater Volcanic dam – Natural dam produced Directly or indirectly volcanicous volcanic field – Earth's surface of the kore submissing localized volcanic activity Volcanic group – Collection of associated volcano or volcanic land Volcanic island – Volcanic island of origin Volcanic plateau
– Plato produced from volcanic activity Volcanic plug – Volcanic object , created when magma claims inside vents on the active volcano Volcanic eruption volcano – rupture in the crust of the planetary mass of the object, which allows hot lava, volcanic rider and gas to escape from the magma chamber below the surface of the Wadi – River Valley, especially dry river bed, in which
the water is sacraded only during the weighted kiše Vodopad – The place where the water flows over the vertical falls in the stream of the River Vodotok – Area of land where precipitation is collected and drained into the total output platform – Narrow area , which is often located at the base of the water cliffs or along the shore of the lake, bay or must, which was created by the
erosion of marshes – a land area that is permanently or seasonally saturated with water – Unified Aeolian Land Further reading Hargitai H., Kereszturi Á. (eds): Encyclopedia of Planetary Landform. Springer. Also see Geomorphology – Scientific study of compass forms and processes formed by the Ocean – The Body of Water, which comprises a large part of the planet's
hydrosphere Sea – Large body of saltwater extracted from
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